#1 Flight Service Station Exercise

VFR Weather Briefing between Grand Forks (KGFK) and Fargo (KFAR)
Abbreviations: Automated Response System (Aut), Briefer (FSS)

Aut: Welcome to Lockheed Martin Flight Services, please pick your response at
any time. You can say briefer, tips or special announcements.
PILOT: Briefer
Aut: Please select your state, for example you can say Texas.
PILOT: North Dakota
Aut: Please wait while I connect you with a Flight briefer.
FSS: Lockheed Martin Flight Service.
PILOT: Hello, I would like to get a standard VFR weather briefing for
Grand Forks and Fargo departing at 6 pm local time, 6,000 feet and
below.
FSS: What’s your last name?
FSS:What we got going on this afternoon _______________________ center
over southern Saskatchewan that will continue __________________ for this
afternoon.
Currently around Grand Forks there are no _________________ or advisories
and ______________________________.
Taking a look at the current… Grand Forks right now ____________________
______________________________________________________________,
and then at Fargo _______________________________________________.
And around the area generally it looks that we are showing
____________________________________. And as far as the forecast goes
Grand Forks’ terminal now ________________________________________.
Fargo’s terminal is _______________________________________________.
I think what they’re looking at is that there is a _________________________
down over Kansas _______________________________________ associated
with that, so I think they are looking at possibly some of those clouds
associated with that low reaching as far north as Fargo but as of right now not
seeing it, again ___________________________________.
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As far as the ___________________ goes for North Dakota, it looks that
they’re saying ___________________________________ so, the area
forecast doesn’t look for those lower clouds to reach into the Fargo area until
maybe more around 6 or 7 o’ clock tonight they might be _________________
that way but it looks that during your flight time good continue that we are
currently _________________________________________________.
The ________________________ for you at __________________, 6,000
________________. There are no _____________ for North Dakota this
afternoon. For _________________________________________________
__________________________________, would you like the details on that?
PILOT: No thanks
FSS: Alright, that’s all I’m showing for VFR NOTAMs ____________________ if
you need to update weather while you are up flying. If there is anything else I
can help you out with?
Have a good day.
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